
Address

Email

Best time to reach meOccupation P.M.A.M.

50’s
60+ Combination

Oily

Date

Birthday

Phone

Name

Pick the one statement that most
closely describes your skin type

Dry
Normal

Age Range
20’s
30’s
40’s

Pick the one statement that best describes your skin care needs
I want a simple, healthy skin care regimen and/or I have sensitive skin.
I have early-to-moderate signs of aging and would like to diminish future signs.
I have advanced signs of aging and would like to diminish future signs.
I have mild-to-moderate acne blemishes I would like to address.

Pick the statements that best describe your other 
skin care needs [check all that apply]

Brighten, even skin tone, reduce the appearance of dark spots
Improve the texture of my skin and make pores look smaller
Need on-the-go cleanser for the gym, trips, etc.
Help reduce the appearance of expression lines
Want skin to appear lifted and firmed
Need extra hydration
Control excess oil on my face or T-zone
Need maximum hydration for extremely dry skin

The skin around your eye and lip areas require special
care. Select the statements that apply to you

Reduce the appearance of puffiness and sagging around the eyes
Moisturize, visibly firm, brighten and minimize the look of fine lines
and wrinkles around the eye area
Soothe tired eyes or diminish the appearance of dark circles
Remove eye makeup gently
Reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles around my lips
Smooth dry lips

Describe what you want most from your foundation

Age-Fighting Minerals Oil Control

Moisturization Sunscreen

What skin care products/brands are you currently using?

Which products from today would you add to your wish list?

Which products would you like t0 take home today?

The foundation finish I prefer is

Matte Luminour/Dewy Natural

My skin tone is

Ivory (fair) Beige (medium) Bronze (dark)
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Making new friends
Improving self-confidence
Recognition for a job well done
Earning extra income for family vacations
Opportunity for advancement
Being my own boss
Unlimited income
Company philosophy of “God first, family
second, career third”
Flexible hours
Tax benefits
Positive attitude

others enjoy

These areThe Beauty of

WHICH WOULD APPEAL TO YOU?

Name & Phone Number

Friendship!

pink bubbleTHE

the benefits

 in a Mary Kay
business!
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